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Shorts Program #1

Shorts Program #2

21:00 - 22:00

22:30 - 23:15

THE FULL STORY
Daisy Jacobs

UK / 2016 / 8’
Toby is selling his childhood home.
Walking through empty rooms, he is
assailed by memories of happiness
unravelling, break-down, and the
helplessness and rage of being a child.

OOZE

Kilian Vilim

CH / 2017 / 5’
In his everyday life, an elevator boy is
confronted with the loneliness and the “up
and down” of his service. When he tries to
attract the attention of his guests, he makes a
very different, gloomy encounter with himself.

IN A NUTSHELL

GRANDPA WALRUS
Lucrèce Andreae
FR / 2017 / 15’

The film tells the tale of a family across
three generations who have come to a
glacial beach to pay homage to their dead
grandfather.

A FESTIVE WIND

Marjolaine Perreten
CH / 2016 / 11’

Early in the morning, a great celebration
is being prepared in a small Swiss village.
The volunteers are bustling about and the
first musicians arrive.

BEAUTIFUL LIKE ELSEWHERE

Fabio Friedli

Elise Simard

From a seed to war, from meat to love,
from indifference to apocalypse... An
attempt to capture the world in a nutshell.

In a quiet old folks’ home a few residents
enjoy a late night film and a nurse smokes
a cigarette. Welcome to the end of times
and the land of dreams.

CH / 2017 / 7’

A LOVE LETTER TO THE ONE
I MADE UP
Rachel Gutgarts
IL / 2017 / 7’

The combination between reality and
fantasy is portrayed in a love letter
addressed to an imaginary “perfect” man.

YELLOW

Ivana Sebestová
SK / 2017 / 11’

A short animated film telling the metaphoric
story of a young opera singer, Viola.
Scared of everything yellow, sunny and
spontaneous, she hides herself in sad,
violet shadows.

MANIVALD

Chintis Lundgren
EE, HR, CA / 2017 / 13’
Manivald, overeducated and unemployed,
lives with his overbearing mother. This codependence changes when the washing
machine breaks down and Toomas, a sexy
wolf repairman, arrives to fix it.

CA / 2017 / 5’

THE WALKER

Frédéric Hainaut
BE / 2017 / 11’

The Walker works in a poultry farm.
Disgusted by his work, he gives it up and
join the Indignados movement, diluting his
anger in theirs.

ENOUGH

Anna Mantzaris
UK / 2017 / 2’

Have you ever thought what would
happen if your buried instincts came back
while in the middle of a meeting? Or while
riding the bus? This film will give you some
answers and glimpses of lost self-control.

